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Abstract

Temperature dependent photoluminescence studies have been carried out on several samples

containing self	assembled GaxIn��xAs
InP quantum wires� A red	shift of the emission wavelength

is observed when increasing the Ga content in the alloy� but the overall optical quality decreases�

In the case of x � ���� the photoluminescence is not sensible to temperature and the emission

band is conserved until room temperature� which can only be explained if the nanostructres are

considered almost amorphous�
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I� INTRODUCTION

Self�assembled quantum nanostructures are especially suitable to be incorporated in the

active region of diode lasers with lower threshold currents and higher e�ciencies than con�

ventional quantum well lasers� InAs�InP self�assembled quantum wires �QWRs� are particu�

larly promising candidates for light emitting devices in the ��	���

 �m wavelength region����

Once the growth conditions are �xed� the best way to tune the emission wavelength is the

use of a ternary alloy instead of the binary compounds in the structure� either InAs �QWR

material� or InP �barrier material�� In this work we have used GaxIn��xAs�InP instead of

InAs as QWR material�

The temperature stability of the lasing wavelength is a very important parameter to be

controlled for appropriate use in �bre optic based devices� Due to the temperature depen�

dence of the band gap energy of the active region in semiconductor lasers� the emission wave�

length varies considerably during operation� This change can be compensated externally by

thermal stabilisers like arti�cially introduced gratings� Some other more intrinsic strategies

can be put in practice� Nearly temperature independent emission bands have been reported

on GaInAs QWRs created by the strain�induced lateral�layer ordering �SILO� process�� and

on InAs�GaAs quantum dots with an overgrowth layer of GaInAs�� In this work� we will

show how GaInAs alloys with moderate Ga content give rise to e�cient self�assembled QWR

nanostructures� whose emission wavelength is practically constant in the whole examined

temperature range� up to room temperature�

II� SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENT

Several GaxIn��xAs based QWR samples have been grown by MBE on InP����� sub�

strates under similar conditions� A �� nm thick InP bu�er layer was grown in all samples

in the  � � surface reconstruction at TS � ��� �C and a beam equivalent pressure �BEP�

�P��� 
 � ���� Torr� The GaxIn��xAs layers �x � � for samples � and � x � ���
 for

sample 	 and x � ���
 for sample �� were deposited at a BEP �As��� ��
�� ���� Torr� a

growth rate of ��
 ML�s� and TS � ��� �C� An annealing at ��� �C under arsenic pressure

was followed during ���� s� After annealing� the samples were either immediately cooled

down and taken out of the growth chamber for morphological studies by atomic force mi�





Sample x dGaInAs �ML� h �nm� w �nm� � �nm�

� and � � �� �� �� ��

� ��� �� �� �� ��

� ��� ���� � �� �

TABLE I� The deposited thickness �dGaInAs�� height �h�� width �w�� and period ��� of GaxIn��xAs

QWRs are shown�

croscopy �AFM�� or covered with a 
��nm�thick InP cap layer for optical characterization�

The gallium concentration �x �� and deposited thickness of GaxIn��xAs �dGaInAs� are given

in Table I for these samples� The average values for height �h�� width �w� and pitch period

��� of the QWR array in each sample are also given in Table I� as obtained by the statistical

analysis of AFM images on similar uncapped samples� The deposited amount of GaInAs is

a nominal value� Due to the As�P exchange at the InP surface exposed to As pressure�� a

larger amount of InAs could be involved in the InAs QWR formation� More details about

growth and structural properties can be found on Refs� ���

Photoluminescence studies as a function of temperature and excitation density have been

carried out using the 
���
 nm line of an Ar ion laser as excitation source� The light was

dispersed by a ��� m double monochromator and synchronously detected by a p�i�n InGaAs

extended photodiode working at room temperature�

III� RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure � shows the photoluminescence spectra of the four samples at 
� K� It is worth

noting the strong red�shift of the emission� more than �
� meV� from Ga�free samples to

sample � ��
� Ga�� The observed red�shift is explained by the reduction of the quantum

con�nement due to the larger size of the wires formed in samples 	 and �� as listed in Table

I� The lower carrier con�nement in bigger QWRs is more important than the band gap

increase in the GaInAs alloys� Moreover� given that the strain relaxation is proportional to

the nanostructure volume� an additional redshift can be expected for these samples� This is

true independently of the anisotropic nature of the strain which is thought to be triaxial in

our QWRs	�

	



The characteristic emission of samples � and  is not a single broad gaussian band� but

instead several gaussian components can be well resolved� as shown in Figs� ��a� and ��b��

Two consecutive gaussian components are reasonably explained under the hypothesis of

wires whose height di�ers in one monolayer� This hypothesis is compatible with the fact

that most of the components are observed under a large range of excitation densities ���
�

��� W�cm�� and temperatures �	��	�� K�� Calculated band�to�band optical transitions are

represented by the vertical dashed lines in Figs� ��a� and ��b� for QWR heights from � to

�	 ML� reproducing quite well the experimental peak energies of the di�erent components��

This situation does not apply for samples 	 and �� as shown in �gures ��c� and ��d��

Their corresponding PL spectra consist in broad emission bands whose asymmetry can be

reasonably reproduced by two gaussians� On the one hand� the ground states for di�erent

QWR height families are closer� because the quantum con�nement is reduced with increas�

ing the wire dimensions� On the other hand� AFM images obtained on similar samples show

that size and shape �uctuations are more important� both in number and amplitude� with

increasing gallium content� Therefore� larger inhomogeneous broadening and exciton local�

ization e�ects are expected in these samples� Hence� the gaussian components depicted in

Figs� ��c� and ��d� are associated with excitonic recombination in wires with a broad size

distribution and they can not be related directly to a given unique height� In sample 	� still

is possible to �nd a correlation between calculated values and the experimental two gaussian

peak energies if the wire heights are in the range � to �
 ML� in agreement with the average

size given in Table I� However� in sample �� the model fails overestimating the transition

energy in a reasonable range of wire heights� In this case the lack of homogeneity a�ects

the nature of the emission itself� The emission band of sample � is comparatively narrower

than that of sample 	� possibly due to the dominant contribution of localized excitons in

wire defects �islands observed in the AFM images of sample �� typically bigger than the

average wire dimensions�� This hypothesis is consequent with the PL dependence on the

incident excitation power� The low energy side of the PL band saturates with respect to its

high energy side when increasing the excitation density �in the range � to ��� kW�cm���

giving rise to a net blue�shift of the emission band by more than � meV� This blue�shift is

not observed in the other samples� Only the existence of an important density of localized

states� as compared to near free or mobile excitons� can explain reasonably the nature of

the emission in this sample�
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FIG� �� PL spectra at � K of the four studied samples�

More di�erences arise from the photoluminescence dependence on temperature� In �gure

�a�� we observe how the high energy components of the PL spectra for samples � and 

quench faster than the low energy ones� This can be explained by the thermal activated

escape of carriers from the smallest wires towards the InP barrier as the temperature is

increased� which makes PL spectra to be dominated by bigger wires at higher temperatures��

The situation changes with increasing Ga content in the QWR layer� In �gure �b� the

temperature evolution of the PL band in sample 	 can be followed by its gaussian components

centered at ���� and ���� eV at low temperatures� The high energy component fastly

disappear at around ��� K �the PL linewidth becomes now comparable to that found in

sample ��� may be due to thermal escape of carriers out to the InP barriers� as occurs for

samples � and � These carriers can recombine non radiatively in the barrier or be retrapped

in larger wires and exciton localization defects� From ��� K up to �� K the integrated

intensity of the PL band decreases by about a factor 
 with any clear activated energy�






FIG� �� PL spectra of the four samples at di�erent temperatures�

possibly because we are dealing mostly with strongly localized excitons� On the contrary�

the most important phenomenology observed in sample � is the absence of any change in

its PL spectum with temperature� either the linewidth and peak energy� as observed in Fig�

�b��

In samples � and 	 the PL spectra shifts to red at a rate around ��	 meV�K and

�� meV�K� respectively� slightly slower than the InAs bulk value� This slight di�erence

can be attributed to the particular role played by localized and mobile excitons in the

recombination dynamics at each temperature� and�or the possible in�uence of a less e�cient

exciton�phonon interaction in one�dimensional nanostructures� Either localized or mobile

excitons are subject to the interaction with optical phonons and a redshift of the emission is

expected at lower or higher temperatures� Therefore additional reasons should be given for

sample � where the red�shift rate is almost one order of magnitude lower ����	
 meV�K��

The situation in sample � can be more similar to that found in Refs� 
��� In the three

systems� even if di�erent� we have an �apparent� common issue� the GaInAs alloy� However�

the key point� most than the alloy itself� is the highly inhomogeneous strain �elds produced

by size or compositional �uctuations in the alloy� Triaxial strain �elds are evident in self�

assembled nanostructures �wires and dots�	� If we take into account the reduced thickness

of the InGaAs layers� the density of �uctuations and its range of variation� and the presence

of a ternary compound with possible compositional deviations� the result can be a fully

�



disordered or �amorphous� nanostructure� The elastic domains are extended anisotropically

over a length scale slightly larger than the lattice parameter� and hence the vibrational

properties of the InGaAs layer will be seriously a�ected� In covalent compounds� the phonon

dispersion relation of the crystal disappears in the amorphous phase of the solid� due to

the large distribution of oscillation frequencies associated with the disorder� Furthermore�

most of the optical properties of amorphous semiconductors are explained by means of

strong localization e�ects� which is also the case for sample �� As pointed out in Ref�

�� the complicated evolution of the triaxial strain �elds following the thermal expansion

of the distorted lattice is not enough to compensate the natural redshift found in bulk�

Therefore� an additional mechanism of suppression of the exciton�phonon interaction due to

the amorphous nature of the GaInAs nanostructures is needed to explain our results and

those in Refs� 
���

IV� CONCLUSIONS

In summary� we have investigated several samples containing self�assembled

GaxIn��xAs�InP QWRs� The size and compositional �uctuations have been pointed out

to be responsible for the di�erences found in the optical properties with increasing x� A

temperature variation lower than ��� nm�K is observed for the emission associated to exci�

tons strongly localized in the case of the highest gallium content sample�
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